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Abstract. This paper deals with a quasi-ecosystem by an evolutionary learning method
for agents in the quasi-ecosystem. The quasi-ecosystem is composed of plant and herbi-
vore agents, which are in a relationship of parasitism. The selfish behavior which satisfies
themselves leads to extinction because resources in the environment are finite. Evolution-
ary computation is adopted to update feed rules of herbivore agents. Extinctions can be
avoided by maintaining numerical balance between each species. The effectiveness of the
proposal approach is demonstrated by computer simulations.
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1. Introduction. Recently, the problem of intelligent system interacting with environ-
ments has been discussed from various points of views, e.g., soft computing, artificial
life, and so on [1,2]. Quasi-ecosystems in artificial life have been studied mainly with
the population dynamics and evolutionary dynamics [3,4]. The computer simulation of
quasi-ecosystem can be generally divided into two types from the viewpoints of autonomy
and environmental conditions. One is the research of cell automaton using simple transi-
tion rules simulating biological reproduction of species. Its computer simulation indicates
complicated behaviors of the simulated species, but the species basically has no autonomy.
The other is the research of multiple agents [5-10]. Each agent can take actions according
to its decision rules, and can also adapt to its environment based on learning rules. The
researches of multiple agents have mainly focused on knowledge sharing and cooperative
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